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Abstract: The precise remaining useful life (RUL) prediction of turbofan engines benefits maintenance
decisions. The training data quantity and quality are crucial for effective prediction modeling and
accuracy improvement. However, the performance degradation process of the same type of turbofan
engine usually exhibits different trajectories because of engines’ differences in degradation degrees,
degradation rates, and initial health states. In addition, the initial part of the trajectory is a stationary
health stage, which contains very little information on degradation and is not helpful for modeling.
Considering the differential degradation characteristics and the requirement for accurate prediction
modeling of the same type of turbofan engines with individual differences, we specifically propose
a personalized transfer learning framework for RUL prediction by answering three key questions:
when, what, and how to transfer in prediction modeling. The framework tries to maximumly utilize
multi-source-domain data (samples of the same type of engines that run to failure) to improve the
training data quantity and quality. Firstly, a transfer time identification method based on a dual-
baseline performance assessment and the Wasserstein distance is designed to eliminate the worthless
part of a trajectory for transfer and prediction modeling. Then, the transferability of each sample
in the multi-source domain is measured by an approach, named the time-lag ensemble distance
measurement, and then the source domain is ranked and adaptively deconstructed into two parts
according to transferability. Ultimately, a new training loss function considering the transferability
of the weighted multi-source-domain data and a two-stage transfer learning scheme is introduced
into an informer-based RUL prediction model, which has a great advantage for long-time-series
prediction. The simulation data of 100 of the same type of turbofan engine with individual differences
and five comparison experiments validate the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method.

Keywords: turbofan engine; remaining useful life prediction; personalized transfer learning;
multi-source-domain adaptive deconstruction

MSC: 68T09

1. Introduction

As a complex system, an aircraft engine has an exceedingly intricate performance
degradation process [1]. The safe and precise maintenance of turbofan engines relies on the
accurate prediction of the remaining useful life (RUL) [2], which hinges upon identifying a
model capable of discerning the degradation patterns of the target engine. Methods for
RUL prediction include physics-based, data-driven, and hybrid approaches [3,4]. However,
in most cases, physics-based methods are not applicable because of modeling errors and the
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inability to comprehensively model. Data-driven methods construct relationships between
sensor monitoring data and RUL, which do not require physical-model failure parameters.
Data-driven methods have been recently playing an important role in the fault diagnosis
and prognosis of industrial systems [5]. The relevant research corroborated the exceptional
predictive capabilities of machine learning in forecasting faults within intricate systems [6].
In this context, deep learning methods exhibited significant potential within the realm
of RUL prediction [7]. Recurrent Neural Networks, including Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) and its derivative models, demonstrated exceptional efficacy in the domain of RUL
prediction [8,9].

However, one of the difficulties of data-driven methods is that insufficient historical
data result in incomplete degradation information. Transfer learning has emerged as a
potential solution for addressing the issue of insufficient data in the target domain by
leveraging existing knowledge and the data from the source domain. Transfer learning is
currently being widely utilized in various fields, such as image and sound classification [10],
biomedicine [11], and intelligent diagnosis [12,13]. In addition, some researchers introduced
transfer learning to RUL prediction. For instance, it was utilized to predict the RUL of
various types of batteries [14–16]. In other studies, data regarding different operating
conditions or different individuals were utilized in conjunction with transfer learning to
predict the RULs of target bearings [17–25]. Transfer learning was also applied to engine
RUL prediction [26–28]. Transfer prediction relies on leveraging degradation information
from the source domain to predict the RUL of engines in the target domain. However,
variations in individual samples pose challenges to achieving a precise knowledge transfer.
The idiosyncratic disparities in engine degradation result in the diverse transferability
of data from multi-source-domain engines to the target engine. The data classification is
illustrated in Figure 1. Only a part of the multi-source domain has a degradation trend
similar to that of the target engine and can be used as a high-transferability source domain.
In addition, the transferability of sequences varies, even in the high-transferability source
domain. Existing research methods usually transfer the entire source domain as a unified
entity. Most researchers focused on how to transfer. Only a few of them focused on what to
transfer, and even fewer focused on when to transfer. However, equipment degradation
processes are characterized by individual differences. If data are directly transferred
without proper selection, the transfer prediction results may be affected. Research gaps
exist in three aspects:
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Figure 1. Relationship among source domain data with different transferability.

(1) Although data in the health stage are not necessary for prediction modeling, the onset
times of the engine degradation stage vary widely and can be difficult to identify.
However, most existing methods do not consider changes in the engine operating
stage and start transfer prediction in the health stage, thus resulting in the insufficient
extraction of degradation information.

(2) Engine data exhibit variations in degradation degrees, degradation rates, and initial
health states, thereby forming a multi-source domain. However, existing methods
either directly transfer all full-life engine data or simply filter source domain data, dis-
regarding the transferability differences and making it challenging to extract sufficient
information from the source domain.
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(3) Significant differences between target engines lead to the insufficient adaptability of
the general transfer prediction model. The transferability of multi-source domains is
different among different target engines. However, most methods do not consider the
individual differences among the target engines and build general transfer prediction
models, resulting in insufficient fitting for the degradation processes of target engines.

Due to individual differences in the health and degeneration stages, the three afore-
mentioned weaknesses in the existing transfer prediction methods can be generalized
as three problems: when to transfer, what to transfer, and how to transfer. Therefore,
a personalized transfer prediction framework was proposed to solve these problems in
engine RUL transfer prediction. A dual-baseline assessment based on the Wasserstein
distance (DBA-WD) algorithm was developed to assess engine performance from two
terms of engine health and failure, and the degradation rate was calculated based on
the performance index to determine when to transfer. To address the issue of what to
transfer, we proposed a multi-source-domain deconstruction method based on the time-lag
ensemble distance measurement (TL-EDM). This method measures transferability from
three perspectives: degradation degree, degradation rate, and initial health degree. By
quantifying the measured distance, we can identify high-transferability source domains and
assign transferability labels to sequences within low-transferability-density multi-source
domains. This approach aims to enhance the efficiency of data utilization and improve
overall performance. Regarding the approach of how to transfer, we devised a two-stage
transfer prediction scheme to extract and integrate both general and individual degradation
information from the engines using source domain data with varying levels of transfer-
ability. Within this scheme, we designed a stacked informer model specifically tailored for
capturing long-term and slowly changing degradation features in the engines. Building
upon this model, we introduced transferability information, as measured by TL-EDM, into
the model training process through a dynamic weight mechanism that we developed. The
primary contributions of this study are as follows:

(1) We proposed a personalized transfer learning framework for RUL prediction of the
same type of turbofan engines with individual differences in performance degrada-
tion trajectories caused by degradation degrees, degradation rates, and initial health
states. In contrast to most of the common transfer learning methods for prediction,
which indiscriminately use the whole multi-source-domain data and the entire trajec-
tories, it was specifically and step-by-step designed by answering three key questions:
when, what, and how to transfer in prediction modeling of engines. In this manner,
multi-source-domain data were as maximally utilized as possible according to the
differential degradation process and their characteristics to improve the training data
quantity and quality of the prediction models.

(2) A transfer-time identification method based on dual-baseline performance assessment
and the Wasserstein distance was designed to eliminate the worthless part of a tra-
jectory for transfer and prediction modeling. The DBA-WD method combines two
representations of engine health and failure based on linear weight fusion, thereby
preventing endpoint errors caused by reverse distribution. Utilizing the fused perfor-
mance index, we identified the transfer timing of engine degradation by calculating
its slope.

(3) An adaptive deconstruction method was proposed to solve the issue of transferability
differences in the multi-source domain caused by the individual differences among
engines. The transferability of each sample in the multi-source domain was measured
by the TL-EDM approach, and then the source domain was ranked and adaptively
deconstructed into two parts according to transferability. This approach measured
transferability by considering three aspects, degradation degrees, degradation rates,
and initial health degrees, and was especially suitable for the engine characteristic of
slowly evolving degradation processes.

(4) We designed a new training loss function considering the transferability and a two-
stage transfer learning scheme and introduced them into the informer-based RUL
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prediction model, which has a great advantage in long-time-series prediction. The
dynamic training weight loss function can incorporate the transferability information
measured by TL-EDM into the prediction process. The two-stage transfer learning
scheme facilitates efficient extraction and integration of the general and individual
degradation information of engines. We validated the proposed scheme with the
C-MAPSS dataset. The results demonstrated that our method outperforms existing
deep-learning techniques in RUL prediction.

2. Methods
2.1. Problem Statement and Proposed Framework

We use xk
i,j ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , N; j = 1, . . . , P to denote the j-th parameter value of the

k-th engine at the i-th cycle. N is the number of life cycles, which varies among different
engines, and P is the number of sensor-monitoring parameters. Xk ∈ RN×P denotes all the
monitoring values of the k-th source-domain engine. X =

{
X1, X2, . . . , Xk, . . .

}
denotes

the source domain dataset.
Figure 2 illustrates the proposed framework. It is divided into transfer-timing identifi-

cation, multi-source-domain adaptive deconstruction, and two-stage transfer prediction.
This study seeks to answer three primary transfer prediction questions: when, what,
and how to transfer. The long-term monitoring data of the target engine are denoted as
X ∈ R(N−RUL)×P. We postulate that in an industrial context, engine failure results in the
cessation of operation and is, consequently, regarded as reaching its operational end. N and
RUL denote the number of life cycles and remaining cycles of the target engine, respectively.
The proposed framework enables the utilization of the source domain, X , to construct a
personalized RUL prediction model, Mtarget, for the target engine. And the fitting goal of
Mtarget is to predict the most likely RUL given the previous observations.
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2.2. Transfer-Timing Identification Based on DBA-WD

In practical application, engine performance degradation processes are highly com-
plex, making it challenging to establish a definitive demarcation between the health and
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degradation stages. Nonetheless, extensively including health-stage monitoring parameters
tends to dilute the degraded features within the source domain dataset, X . Therefore, this
study presents a method for identifying engine performance degradation stages, thereby
facilitating the determination of an optimal transfer timing.

2.2.1. Performance Assessment Baseline Screening

Different monitoring parameters have different responses to engine performance
degradation. Some parameters exhibit trends of gradual increase with engine operation,
whereas others demonstrate opposite trends. To construct an HI that quantitatively char-
acterizes engine performance, the trends of the monitoring parameters are normalized
as follows:

xk′
i,j =

{
xk

i,j, if x1,j ≤ xN,j
1− xk

i,j, if x1,j >xN,j
(1)

where xi,j is the value of the j-th monitoring parameter in the i-th cycle after pre-processing,
and x′i,j is the corresponding value of trend uniformization.

To analyze health or fault deviation and assess engine performance, the health indices,
gk

h, and fault indices, gk
f of Xk, are designed as follows:

gk
h =

1
P

P

∑
j=1

xk
1,j (2)

gk
f =

1
P

P

∑
j=1

xk ′
N,j (3)

In the source domain dataset, X , gk
h and gk

f are arranged in ascending and descending
order, respectively. The top M engines are the health and fault baseline engines, respectively.
Their first and last Wind cycles form the health baseline sets, Gh ∈ Rwind×P×M, and fault
baseline sets, G f ∈ Rwind×P×M.

2.2.2. Dual-Baseline Performance Assessment Based on Wasserstein Distance

Because of engine individual differences, the health and fault degrees at the beginning
and the end of life have specific differences. The overlap between the engine parameters
and the baselines increases as the engine is closer to the health or fault status. Even a
reversed distribution may be observed. To address this problem, the DBA-WD algorithm
was developed. The distances between the target engine and baselines are measured based
on the WD because of its advantage in distribution measure.

Because of the random fluctuation, the monitoring parameter values in several cycles
can better characterize the performance state. Based on the advantages of measuring the
distribution distance, the WD algorithm is selected to measure the distance between the tar-
get engine and the baseline set. The engine performance can be assessed via measurement
of the deviation of the parameter distribution relative to Gh and Gf.

For the target-engine dataset, X, the distance between it and Gh or Gf is calculated
as follows:

dhj
=

1
M

M

∑
k=1

fWD

(
Xj, gk

hj

)
(4)

d f j
=

1
M

M

∑
k=1

fWD

(
Xj, gk

f j

)
(5)
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where Xj ∈ RN−RUL represents the j-th monitoring data of the target engine. dhj
and d f j

denote the health and fault distances, and fWD(·) represents the WD calculation. Further,
the arithmetic mean value of the WD is used to represent dh and df.

dh =
1
P

P

∑
j=1

dhj
(6)

d f =
1
P

P

∑
j=1

d f j
(7)

where dh, d f ∈ RN−RUL−wind . The linear weight fusion algorithm was designed to convert
dh and df into the HI of the engine. The fusion equation is expressed as follows:

Wh = − 1
N − RUL− wind

i + 1 · · · · · · (i = 1, 2, . . . . . . , N − RUL− wind) (8)

W f =
1

N − RUL− wind
i · · · · · · (i = 1, 2, . . . . . . , N − RUL− wind) (9)

HI =
1
2

[
(1−Whdh) + W f d f

]
(10)

where Wf and Wh denote the health and fault baseline weights, respectively. And HI
denotes the health index.

2.2.3. Transfer-Timing Identification of Engine Performance Degradation

During the initial running stages of the engines, the HI value exhibits minor fluctua-
tions between adjacent cycles. As the engine runs, degradation gradually accelerates, and
the engine performance changes from healthy to degraded. The transfer-timing identifi-
cation mechanism is described in this section. The HI is sliced with a window of width
WinHI. Fitting to the HI within the window is performed. The fitting equation is expressed
as follows:

HI′ = ait + b (11)

where HI′ is the fitting HI of the engine within the window. t represents the cycle number.
ai is the slope in the i-th window. b is the intercept term. ai is defined as a degradation-
sensitive feature. When ai is close to 0, the engine is relatively healthy, whereas when ai is
less than 0, the engine has started to degrade.

When the degradation-sensitive feature is less than the Threa set, the target engine
is deemed as having degraded. In general, the threshold is slightly less than zero to
avoid misjudgments due to small fluctuations in HI. When the cycle is characterized by a
degradation-sensitive feature below Threa, the degradation stage starts.

2.3. Multi-Source-Domain Adaptive Deconstruction Based on TL-EDM

The purpose of multi-source-domain adaptive deconstruction is to quantify data
transferability and select the source domains and sequences with high transferability. The
raw values of monitoring parameters reflect the immediate operating state, while the
degradation rate represents the long-term degradation trend of the engine. Therefore, it is
challenging for any single measurement method to be able to comprehensively measure
the degree of transferability from multiple aspects.

To solve the issue, TL-EDM, a method that takes advantages of both the distribution
measure of WD and the angle measure of cosine distance, was designed for transferability
measurement. Herein, the entire life cycle of the source domain is traversed through a
sliding window time delay. The transferability is measured by calculating the ensemble
distances between various initial position sequences in the source domain. In this way,
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source domains with high transferability are screened from multi-source domains, thus
achieving multi-source-domain adaptive deconstruction based on two levels.

2.3.1. Transferability Measurement Using Time-Lag Ensemble Distance

In this paper, we adopt principal component analysis (PCA), a statistical method for
dimensionality reduction, to reduce error accumulation and extract salient degradation
information. Through orthogonal transformation, the original variables that may be cor-
related are transformed into mutually independent variables. The transformed variables
are called principal components. The PCA model identifies the correlation between the
monitoring parameters and output independent principal components. The most indepen-
dent component in the degradation stage is identified as the engine degradation principal
component (DPC).

The number of cycles in the degradation stage can significantly vary between target
engines. For engines with shorter degradation stages, the monitoring data are more
affected by errors and fluctuations, and the degradation rate is less able to characterize
degradation. Therefore, we should focus more on the DPC data values. Conversely, for
longer degradation stages, the rate value can better represent the engine degradation
process than the original data value. WD and cosine distance are selected to represent two
transferability evaluation indices, i.e., degradation degree and rate, respectively. These two
distance weights are determined by the target DPC length.

To avoid imbalances in the transferable evaluation index caused by excessive weights,
upper and lower thresholds are set for the weights of each distance, as shown in Figure 3a.
The weights of the two distances are calculated as follows, when the DPC length of the
engine is L:

Wcos = Ther d−low if L < Lmin

Wcos =
Therd−up−Ther d−low

Lmax−Lmin
(L− Lmin) + Ther d−low if Lmin ≤ L ≤

Wcos = Therd−up if Lmax < L

Lmax (12)


WWD = Therd−up if L < Lmin

WWD = − Therd−up−Therd−low
Lmax−Lmin

(L− Lmin) + Therd−up if Lmin ≤ L ≤
WWD = Therd−low if Lmax < L

Lmax (13)

where Therd-up and Therd-low represent the upper and lower limits of the distance weights,
respectively, when Therd-up + Therd-low = 1. Lmax and Lmin are the maximum and minimum
values of the weight range. The weights of Wcos and WWD can be adaptively determined
for different target engines. A weighted ensemble distance is proposed to measure the
transferability of the degradation trajectory.
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Because of individual differences, the initial fault degrees among target engines vary.
To accurately measure source domain transferability, a time-lag process was added to
ensemble distance measurement. Figure 3b displays the application of a time-lag slice on
the complete degradation trajectory of the source domain, with the target-engine DPC
length L as the window length.

The blue line in Figure 3b is the source domain DPC. The black line is the target-engine
DPC. The red line is the time-lag DPC. When the starting point of the sliding window is
t, the ending point is t + L. Moreover, N denotes the number of life cycles of the source-
domain engine. The source-domain DPC is denoted by Zk, and the target DPC is denoted
by Z. The transferable distance is calculated as follows:

dt = Wcos ◦ fcos

(
Zk, Z, t

)
+ WWD ◦ fWD

(
Zk, Z, t

)
(14)

where Wcos and WWD are the weights of the cosine distance and WD, respectively. fcos(·)
and fWD(·) represent calculations for the cosine distance and WD distance, respectively. dt
is the transferable distance. ◦ represents Hadamard product. The transferable distance set
is denoted as D = {d1, d2, . . . dt . . . dN−L}.

2.3.2. Multi-Source-Domain Adaptive Deconstruction with Transferability

Based on the transferable distance of source domains, we deconstructed the multi-
source domain to select high-transferability source domains and label their high-transferability
sequences. The high-transferability source domains are pre-selected based on transferabil-
ity, after which a secondary selection is performed based on RUL labels. The inverse of the
transferable distance characterizes the transferability of sequences in the source domain,
and its maximum value is defined as the transferability.

γt
k =

1
dtk (15)

γk = max(γt
k) =

1
min

(
Dk
) =

1
min

(
d1

k, d2k, . . . , dtk, . . . , dN−Lk
) (16)

where Dk is the transferable distance set of the k-th source-domain engine. γk represents
transferability. In the deconstruction mechanism:

(1) Pre-selection based on transferability

In pre-selection, the source-domain engines are arranged in descending order of
transferability, γk. The top Nums engines are selected as the pre-selection set.

(2) Secondary selection based on RUL labels

The pre-selected source domains are similar to the target engine. However, the running
time of the target engine is relatively short, and the source domains have the potential to be
accidentally similar. A secondary selection is, therefore, proposed to exclude the source
domains without similar RUL label. Based on the pre-selected source domain, RUL∗k is
calculated corresponding to tk:

tk = argmint(Dk) = argmint(dk
1, dk

2, . . . , dk
t , . . . , dk

N−L) (17)

RUL∗k = Nk − (tk + L) (18)

where tk represents the starting time of the highest-transferability sequence in k-th source-
domain engine. Nk represents the number of life cycles of the k-th source-domain engine.
RUL∗k represents the RUL label of the k-th source-domain engine.

Generally, similar sequences should have a uniform RUL label distribution. The
mean value (µ) and variance (σ) of the RUL* label are computed for the pre-selected
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source domain. The secondary selected range of RUL* is [µ − r·σ, µ + r·σ], where r is the
ratio coefficient. The engine source domains with RUL* labels not in the selection range
are eliminated. And the remaining source domains are identified as high-transferability
source domains.

2.4. Personalized Transfer Prediction Based on Dynamic-Weight Informer Model
2.4.1. Two-Stage Transfer Learning Prediction Scheme

As shown in Figure 1, data transferability can widely vary within a multi-source
domain. Similarly, there are also differences between target engines. A general transfer
prediction model typically has insufficient adaptability. Moreover, in existing methods, the
transfer models are trained using equal training sample weights. These methods neglect
differences between target engines, leading to a lack of individuality in the prediction
model and limiting its accuracy.

To address this problem, a personalized transfer learning scheme with a two-stage
transfer is proposed. The scheme flow and dynamic-weight informer model structure are
shown in Figure 4. Through pre-training prediction models using data in the multi-source
domain, general degradation information can be mined, which can reduce the data required
for the predictive training process. Then, by using the high-transferability source domain,
individual degradation information similar to that of the target engine can be mined.
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(1) First transfer stage: constructing and pre-training the informer prediction model

During the initial transfer stage, a substantial amount of sensor data is necessary to
extract general degradation information. Deep learning algorithms are widely used in
nonlinear feature extraction. Compared to traditional time series prediction methods such
as LSTM, the transformer neural network obtains correlation relationships and attention
matrices between model inputs and exclusively outputs through the attention mechanism,
allowing for more parallelization and resulting in higher processing efficiency and pre-
diction quality [29]. However, high memory usage and time complexity issues prevent
the transformer model from being directly applied to RUL prediction [30]. The informer
model solves these issues by utilizing the ProbSparse self-attention mechanism to replace
the original attention mechanism. To address the computational burden and potential
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accuracy impact associated with long time series, the informer modified by transformer
neural network is ultimately selected as the RUL prediction model for engines.

The informer engine prediction model is constructed utilizing the architecture in
Figure 4 and employing a random set of initial weights. The model is then trained on all
available multi-source-domain data. The training input consists of sequentially concate-
nated source-domain DPCs, while the training output corresponds to the RUL value of the
DPC sequence. Equal weights are assigned to the training data, enabling the identification
of general engine degradation information through the trained model.

(2) Secondary transfer stage: dynamic weight retraining

In the secondary transfer stage, the core principle is to use high-transferability source
domains to mine the individual degradation information by retraining. For the target
engine, the high-transferability source domains and sequences are determined, and train-
ing sample weights are set according to transferability, thus introducing transferability
information into the prediction model to mine the individual degradation information.

• Setting the training data weights with transferability

Within the source domain, the DPC sequences corresponding to different initial times
t are characterized by distinct transferability. To input transferability time information into
the prediction model, the training data weight is designed as follows:

wt =
1
dt

(19)

where wt is the training data weight corresponding to the initial time. dt is the transferable
distance.

• Retraining of individual layers of personalized model

The DPCs of the high-transferability source domains are used to retrain the personal-
ized model. The different position sequences of the source domain are assigned correspond-
ing to training data weights during the iterative process of retraining the model. Through
retraining, the model weight is determined, and the model training process is completed.

(3) Target-engine RUL prediction using the personalized transfer learning method

With the target-engine DPC as input, the target-engine RUL is predicted using the
model trained for the target engine.

2.4.2. Dynamic-Weight Informer Prediction Model

To adapt the transformer model for time series prediction tasks, certain modifications
are applied to the traditional model. The model structural diagram is depicted in Figure 5.
The model’s input embedding layer is removed. Instead, the DPC time series values
are utilized as the model input. Moreover, the softmax layer for classification output is
excluded. And the mean square error (MSE) function associated with regression is adopted
as the loss function. On this basis, the transferable distance is introduced into the prediction
model, and the dynamic weight loss function is constructed as

L =
N

∑
t=1

wtet (20)

where et is the MSE error of the t-th DPC time series. wt is the corresponding training
weight. L denotes the model training loss. The principal framework of the prediction
model is divided into four main parts: position encoding, encoder, decoder, and fully
connected layers.
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(1) Position encoding: In this study, we choose to utilize absolute positional
coding to locate each element in the time series [29]. The inputs are denoted as
X =

{
x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . . , xN

}
, where N denotes the length of time series. By position

encoding X, we can obtain PE = {pe1, pe2, . . . , peN}. The input of the model is
input = {x1 + pe1, x2 + pe2, . . . , xN + peN }.

pe(i,2j) = sin

(
i

10, 000
2j
P

)
(21)

pe(i,2j+1) = cos

(
i

10, 000
2j+1

P

)
(22)

where i denotes the position of X in input. j is the position in xi. P is the dimension of
xi, that is, the number of sensor-monitoring parameters. By applying positional encod-
ing of time series, the transformer can acquire not only the specific data information
but also the corresponding position information of the time series.

(2) ProbSparse self-attention mechanism: The attention mechanism is a fundamental
component of the transformer model, enabling it to extract essential information
from extensive datasets. In time series analysis, the focus is on feature extraction
for prediction tasks. For input matrix X, it is transformed into matrix Q (Query),
K (Key), and V (Value) by different weight matrices. The ProbSparse self-attention
mechanism aims to identify important sparse queries to optimize calculation efficiency.
For Q ∈ Rm×d, K ∈ Rn×d, and V ∈ Rn×d, the specific steps are as follows:

• By sampling K, we can obtain kk. Sampling length is Lk. For each qi ∈ Q, M is
calculated as follows [29]:

M(qi, K) = max

(
qikT

k√
dk

)
− 1

Lk
Σ

(
qikT

k√
dk

)
(23)
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• Compute the u queries, q, with the greatest M values, and assemble them into a
new matrix denoted as Q.

• Calculate Attention(Q, K, V) = softmax
(

QT T√
dk

)
V. Attention extraction identifies

feature data with high information quality and strong performance expression
capabilities, thus improving the model prediction accuracy.

(3) Residual and normalization

In the informer encoder, a residual and normalization layer are implemented after
each module, as shown in Figure 5. Incorporating a residual connection serves to retain the
original information and improve the generalization capability of the model. Additionally,
the inclusion of layer normalization guarantees a stable data distribution and expedites
model convergence.

3. Case Study
3.1. Data Description

In this study, the FD001 dataset provided by NASA for their PHM08 Challenge was
used for the framework research and validation [31]. Several researchers proved the
authority of the dataset [32–34]. The FD001 dataset includes the following:

(1) Training dataset: full-life monitoring parameter data on degradation processes for
100 engines;

(2) Testing dataset: randomly intercepted data on 100 test engines (target engines), in
terms of monitoring parameters and their RULs.

The FD001 dataset includes 21 engine gas-path parameters. As an engine operates, its
parameter data gradually change, indirectly reflecting the engine’s performance. However,
the sensitivity to degradation of each parameter widely varies. Data analyses showed that
seven of the parameters (T2, P2, P15, EPR, farB, Nf_dmd, and PCNFR_dmd) do not exhibit
change trends. Through the relevant research, eight parameters (T24, T30, Ps30, PHI, P30,
T50, BPR, and Nf) with prominent variation trends were selected as the input parameters
for engine RUL prediction. The parameter descriptions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Engine parameter descriptions.

Symbol Description

T24 Total temperature at fan inlet (◦R)
T30 Total temperature at LPC outlet (◦R)
Ps30 Static pressure at HPC outlet (psia)
PHI Ratio of fuel flow to Ps30 (pps/psi)
P30 Total pressure at HPC outlet (psia)
T50 Total temperature at LPT outlet (◦R)
BPR Bypass ratio
Nf Physical fan speed (rpm)

3.2. Performance Assessment and Transfer-Timing Identification

We referred to the scale self-optimization smoothing method proposed in [35] and
pre-processed the eight monitoring parameters. The degradation trends of the monitor-
ing parameters were normalized, as shown in Figure 6. The degradation directions of
the PHI and P30 parameters were reversed to an increasing trend. And the degrada-
tion information remained unchanged. Table 2 presents the health and fault baseline
engines’ selection results.
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Table 2. Health and fault baseline engines.

Engine Numbers

Health baseline engines 77#, 82#, 94#, 14#, 8#, 1#, 46#, 60#, 27#, 81#
Fault baseline engines 55#, 61#, 21#, 83#, 7#, 39#, 90#, 72#, 65#, 15#

The performance assessment result is shown in Figure 7. An inverse distribution led
to certain measurement errors at the beginning and end of the curves for the health and
fault distances. The weights of the initial value for the health WD and the end value for the
fault WD were reduced using the linear fusion algorithm. The results indicated that the
endpoint measure bias problem caused by inverse distribution is well-solved.
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Figure 7. Engine WD measurement results and linear weights.

The results show that HI degradation was slow at the beginning of the engine operation
and that the rate of HI degradation gradually increased as the cycle number increased. The
time at which the target engine began to significantly degenerate can be determined by
identifying the inflection point of the HI. Table 3 lists the parameter settings for engine-
health-state assessment and transfer-timing identification.
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Table 3. Parameters for engine-health-state assessment and transfer-timing identification.

Parameter Name Wind WinHI Threa

Parameter values 5 10 0.00075

The linear fitting slope of the HI in the window with WinHI as its width is a degradation-
sensitive feature. Here, Threa was used as the discriminant condition to identify when
the degradation-sensitive feature exceeded the threshold, which is the transfer timing.
Numerous previously published works defined the last 130 cycles of engine operation as
the degradation stage, while categorizing the preceding cycles as the healthy stage [36]. In
our study, we conducted a statistical analysis on the healthy stage data within the FD001
training dataset, revealing that the average standard deviation of the degradation-sensitive
feature during this phase is 0.0007624. Consequently, we set Threa to 0.00075, which is close
to the value. Using the No. 3 target engine as an example, the results of the degradation
stage and transfer-timing identification are shown in Figure 8.
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The results demonstrated that with increased engine operating time, the engine per-
formance deteriorates, which is reflected in a more rapid decline of the HI values. The
degradation-sensitive feature increased and exceeded the degradation threshold, Threa,
indicating that the engine entered the degeneration stage. The health statement of the
target engine exhibited a slight and stable fluctuation during the early stage of degradation,
with the corresponding degradation-sensitive feature fluctuating around 0 within a range
of 0.0005–0.001. Therefore, Threa was set to 0.00075.

3.3. Transferability Measurement and Multi-Source-Domain Adaptive Deconstruction

Figure 9 shows the PCA results of the source- and target-domain engine. The source-
domain engines vary from each other in terms of entire-life length, degradation rate,
degradation characteristics, and initial health degree. In addition to these differences, the
running-time lengths of the target engines also greatly vary. Therefore, the transferable
distances of the source domains and sequences for different target engines greatly vary.
Table 4 shows the parameters for transferability measurement and high-transferability
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source domain selection. Figure 10 shows the transferable distances of the No. 1 source-
domain engine for the No. 3 target engine.
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Table 4. Parameters for multi-source-domain adaptive deconstruction.

Parameter Name Therd-up Therd-low S r

Parameter
values 1/3 2/3 10 1.5
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Figure 10. Transferable distances of source-domain sequences for No. 3 target engine.

In the multi-source-domain adaptive deconstruction process, the pre-selection source-
domain quantity, Nums, was set to 10. The secondary selection ratio, r, was then set to 1.5.
Thus, the source domains with RUL* in the interval [µ − 1.5σ, µ + 1.5σ] were identified as
the high-transferability source domains. With respect to Therd-up and Therd-low, as shown
in Equations (13) and (14), the distance weight was partitioned into three equal segments.
Accordingly, Therd-up and Therd-low were configured as 1/3 and 2/3, respectively. The multi-
source-domain adaptive deconstruction results for the No. 3 target engine are shown in
Figure 11.

The deconstruction pre-selection results for the No. 3 target engine are shown in
Figure 11a. Figure 11b shows the secondary selection results based on the RUL* label. The
results show that, as the transferability of the source-domain sample decreases, the distri-
bution of RUL* gradually becomes unstable. Through secondary selection, source-domain
samples without stable RUL* distributions are removed. Finally, the high-transferability
source domains and sequences for the target engine are determined. As shown in Fig-
ure 11c, the proposed multi-source-domain adaptive deconstruction algorithm can select
source domains having degradation trajectories similar to that of the target engine.
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3.4. RUL Prediction Using the Personalized Transfer Learning
3.4.1. Construction of the Informer-Based RUL Prediction Model

A precise model relies on reasonable parameter settings for accurate predictions.
Table 5 shows the parameter settings of the RUL prediction model using informer. Table 6
presents the training parameters. To reduce overfitting, we set the L2 regular coefficient as
0.05 and set the dropout as 0.08.

Table 5. Structural parameters of the prediction model.

Parameter
Name

Input Layer
Neuron

Encoder-1
Neuron

Encoder-2
Neuron

Encoder-3
Neuron

Encoder-4
Neuron

Decoder-1
Neuron

Parameter
values 14 14 10 8 6 4

Parameter
name

Decoder-2
neuron

Output layer
neuron

Encoder
activation
function

Decoder
activation
function

Loss
function Optimizer

Parameter
values 2 1 LeakyRelu tanh MSE Adam

Table 6. Training parameters of the prediction model.

Parameter Name L2 Regularization Coefficient Epoch Batch Size Dropout

Parameter values 0.05 1000 200 0.08

3.4.2. Personalized Transfer Learning for RUL Prediction Model Using DPCs

In the first transfer stage, the DPCs of all multi-source-domain data were used as
training data. The input was the normalized DPC, and the training weights were equal.
The output was the normalized RUL. During the secondary transfer stage, the input data for
retraining the model were selected from high-transferability source domains. The weights
for the training data were determined by transferability based on the multi-source-domain
adaptive deconstruction. Figure 12 shows the training data and weights for the No. 3
target engine.
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Here, the training weights of the source domain gradually decreased as the trans-
ferability decreased. Furthermore, for a source domain, the weights of different position
sequences exhibited a Gaussian-like distribution, which signified that a sequence with
higher transferability has a higher weight and that the weights of other position sequences
gradually decrease.

3.5. Comparative Analysis of the Prediction Results
3.5.1. Evaluation Index

This paper comprehensively evaluated the capability of the proposed transfer predic-
tion framework using the following five indices.

• Prediction error

The prediction error is the difference between the predicted RUL value, r̂t, and the
real RUL value, rt.

errort = rt − r̂t (24)

• Score

The score is an index proposed by the dataset provider [31], which is calculated based
on errort. The equation for score S is as follows:

sn =

{
e−error/10 − 1 if errort ≤ 0
eerror/13 − 1 if errort > 0

(25)

S =
N

∑
n=1

sn (26)

This index evaluates the capability of the method in terms of the percentage of correct
predictions. When errort is in [−10, 13], the prediction is considered to be correct. Otherwise,
the prediction result is considered to be excessively early or excessively late.

• Relative accuracy

The relative accuracy is a general evaluation index for RUL prediction. The relative
accuracy is defined as follows:

ReAcc = 1−
∣∣Lt − L̂t

∣∣
Lt

(27)
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where Lt is the real life, and L̂t is the predicted life.

• RMSE

The RMSE is also a general evaluation index. For multiple prediction results, the
RMSE is calculated as follows:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=n

errorn2 (28)

3.5.2. Comparison of Source-Domain Numbers

In practice, determining the number of transfer source domains requires professional
experience. However, the quantity and quality of the model training data are both affected
by the number of transfer source domains. To compare the impact of the number of transfer
source domains on the prediction results, a total of 40 RUL prediction experiments were
conducted. The results are presented in Table 7 and Figure 13. When there are few transfer
source domains, e.g., 1–5, the model is not sufficiently trained because of insufficient data,
resulting in low prediction accuracy. As the number of transfer source domains increases,
the accuracy increases to a peak and then gradually decreases because of the impact of data
quality.

Table 7. Prediction results comparison.

Method/Index Total Score Acceptable Rate Mean Relative Accuracy RMSE

Proposed framework 278.15 70% 95.24 12.34

Without setting transfer timing 1567.77 44% 91.18 21.95

Without the general model transfer 312.05 55% 94.11 13.92

Without setting training data weights 326.64 69% 94.40 15.00

Without transfer scheme 1682.28 40% 90.96 22.32

DLSTM [36] 655 - - 18.33

BHSLSTM [37] 376.64 63% - -

C-LSTM [38] 303 - 84.66% 16.127

The excessive selection of transfer source domains does not have a significantly neg-
ative impact on prediction accuracy. This is because the proposed transfer prediction
framework limits the influence of low-transferability source domains on the prediction
model via training weights. As shown in Figure 14, as the transferability of the source
domain decreases, the weights of the training data significantly decrease. The proposed
personalized transfer learning scheme has strong stability and parameter adaptability,
making it suitable for practical industrial applications.

3.5.3. Methods Comparison

The RULs of 100 target engines in the C-MAPSS dataset were predicted using the
framework, and the results are shown in Figure 15. The real life cycles of the target engines
were distributed within the range of 141–341. Most prediction results were significantly
close to these values. However, for some target engines, the life cycles were relatively small,
thus increasing the prediction difficulty and causing some deviations in the results.
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Figure 15. Target-engine RUL prediction results.

The errors and scores of the results are shown in Figure 16. The errors for 67% of the
target engines were less than 10, and the errors for most of the engines were within the
acceptable range [−10, 13]. The acceptable number was 70. And the scores for 88% of the
engines were less than 5. Therefore, the proposed transfer prediction framework yielded
accurate prediction results for the 100 target engines in the C-MAPSS dataset.
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Five comparative experiments were designed to verify the effects of the transfer time,
sample, and scheme on the prediction results. In addition, we compared the results to those
of other RUL prediction methods. The results are presented in Table 7.

• Comparative experiment without identifying transfer timing

The comparative experiment results are outlined in Table 7. All monitoring data of the
target engine were used to select high-transferability source domains, thereby influencing
the effectiveness of the multi-source-domain adaptive deconstruction. The scores and
RMSEs indicated that the prediction accuracy is significantly affected for some target
engines, which verified the importance of transfer-timing identification.

• Comparative experiment without using general model transfer

The experiment was conducted by excluding the pre-training process of the prediction
model while keeping the data conditions, network structure, and model parameters consis-
tent. The results demonstrated that the pre-training process contributes to the preservation
of a greater amount of degradation information in the model. Furthermore, it was observed
that the overall degradation information from the source domain has a positive impact on
the RUL prediction.

• Comparative experiment without setting training data weight as transferability

During the same transfer process, equal training data weights were employed, re-
sulting in decreased accuracy. These findings demonstrated that training weights play a
pivotal role in incorporating transferable information into the prediction model, thereby
improving its individualization and prediction accuracy.

• Comparative experiment without using transfer learning scheme
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An experiment without a transfer learning scheme was conducted to verify the per-
formance of the personalized transfer framework. The informer prediction model was
trained by all the multi-source-domain data. And retraining with high-transferability
source domains was canceled. Even though the model has powerful feature extraction and
life prediction abilities, the results still showed significant deterioration. The experiment
indicated that the transfer framework can significantly enhance the performance of the
prediction model.

• Comparative experiment with commonly used deep-learning prediction methods

As shown in Table 7, relative to some commonly used prediction methods, such
as DLSTM [36], bidirectional handshaking LSTM (BHSLSTM) [37], and convolution and
LSTM (C-LSTM) [38] hybrid deep neural networks, the proposed personalized transfer
prediction framework produced further breakthroughs. The results indicated that the
proposed prediction framework in this paper achieves higher accuracy.

Through a series of comparative analyses, the effectiveness of the personalized transfer
learning framework was verified for mining performance degradation information and
engine RUL prediction. In addition, each part of the transfer learning framework—the
transfer-timing identification based on DBA-WD, the multi-source-domain adaptive de-
construction based on TL-EDM, and the transfer prediction scheme based on the dynamic-
weight informer model—contributed to improvements in the prediction accuracy.

4. Discussion

We predicted the RULs of 100 target engines using the proposed personalized transfer
learning framework and obtained accurate results. There are three main reasons for these
improvements: (1) the dual-baseline assessment accurately identifies the transfer timing,
which is the key premise of transfer prediction; (2) the multi-source-domain adaptive
deconstruction based on TL-EDM effectively screens out the high-transferability source
domains; (3) the personalized transfer prediction scheme enhances individualization and
ensures the accuracy of the prediction model. The comparison results indicated that all
components of the framework contribute to the improvement of prediction accuracy.

(1) When to transfer: dual-baseline performance assessment can accurately identify the
performance degradation stage of the target engine, which is the key premise for
excluding unnecessary health-stage data.

The quantitative description of the engine performance state is key to determining
when the decline begins and to identifying the transfer timing, which affects the selection
effectiveness of the high-transferability source domains. However, the description of the
performance state by a single metric can cause a reverse distribution error. The results
indicated that the dual-baseline assessment can resolve this. In addition, the comparative
experiment results showed that the transfer timing significantly affects RUL prediction
accuracy.

(2) What to transfer: the multi-source-domain adaptive deconstruction based on TL-EDM
can effectively mine high-transferability source domains, thus balancing transferable
data quantity and information quality.

The retraining data screening results verified the accuracy of the transferability mea-
surement. The results indicated that the RUL labels of sequences with high transferability
were centrally distributed, proving that the screened sequences have similar degradation
features. These observations can be attributed to three main reasons: (1) the transferable
distances are measured by ensemble distance from the two perspectives of the raw values
and degradation rate to guarantee the comprehensiveness of the multi-source-domain
adaptive deconstruction; (2) the distance-measure weights are adjusted according to the
DPC length to reduce measurement errors caused by fluctuation; (3) the time-delay measure
deconstructs the multi-source domain into independent sequences, avoiding the effects of
initial differences on the transferability measure. The prediction results showed that screen-
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ing the high-transferability source domains and sequences from the multi-source-domain
adaptive deconstruction is an essential basis for RUL transfer prediction.

(3) How to transfer: the personalized transfer learning framework effectively utilizes the
general and individual information from multi-source domains of the same type en-
gines, thereby improving the individualization and accuracy of the transfer prediction
model for each target engine.

The prediction results for 100 target engines reveal that (1) even when the multi-
source domain has low transferability, it still has the common degradation characteris-
tics of engines. Mining general degradation information can provide better support for
prediction models and reduce the data required for model retraining. (2) The DCPs of
high-transferability source domains are similar to those of the target engine. By using
them to retrain the prediction model, the individual degradation information can be mined.
(3) Setting the training data weights can introduce the transferability information of the
training data into the training process. The comprehensive utilization of the deconstructed
multi-source-domain data can increase individuation and improve accuracy.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a personalized transfer learning framework for predicting turbofan en-
gine RUL, thus improving the prediction accuracy from when, what, and how to transfer. In
the meantime, the framework can maximize the utilization of similar degradation informa-
tion contained in engines of the same type and balance the quantity and quality of transfer-
able information. The prediction results validated that the proposed framework is necessary
and applicable for RUL predictions of turbofan engines with individual differences.

The performance of the proposed transfer prediction framework was verified using
an international general simulation dataset with a total score of 278.15 and an average
prediction accuracy of 95.24%. The comparative results indicated that the joint application
of the transfer-timing identification, the multi-source-domain adaptive deconstruction, and
the personalized transfer prediction based on the dynamic-weight informer model can
exclude unnecessary health-stage data, guarantee transferable data quantity and informa-
tion quality, improve individuation, and increase prediction accuracy. In this regard, this
transfer prediction framework can be extended to other time series predictions.

For future research, our main task will be to address the transfer prediction problem
under multiple operating conditions and multiple failure modes. Additionally, we will
continue to explore prediction methods for other types of equipment.
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